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Text and photos by John A. Ares

Got some old slides and nega-
tives of underwater images that 
you wish you could revitalize 
and process in postproduc-
tion? John A. Ares describes in 
detail how one can convert film 
into digital files by using a DSLR 
camera and a macro lens.

There are many methods of digitizing 
film. The methods described in this arti-
cle are the highest quality and fastest 
method. Other scanning alternatives 
to DSLR and macro lens include:

• Getting a drum scan, at US$20 and 
up, per shot.

• Sending your media to a domestic 
processing house to digitize your 
slides, photos and negatives.

• Sending your photos to a foreign 
processing house for inexpensive 
copying (risky).

• Scanning photos using a digital 
scanner, which can be long and 

tedious to do, and scanners can be 
expensive or of low resolution.

In the 2020s, copying slides or nega-
tives has been an improvised prac-

tice. This makes what we are doing 
here “jerry-built,” “jury-rigged” or 
“jerry-rigged.” In the spirit of “jury-
rigging”—if you cannot buy it, make 
it. For old-school film photographers, 

remember what you did in the dark-
room.

Equipment
Some patience will be required in 

photo

Digitizing Film
Using a DSLR Camera & Macro Lens

Digital 
copy of 

slide from 
circa 1981

Figure 1. DSLR camera 
with macro lens and 
slide duplicator
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getting equipment to fit prop-
erly, depending on your par-
ticular system. 

Items needed:
• Digital SLR (DSLR or mirrorless) 

with a 50-65mm macro lens
• Extension tubes 
• Slide copier (non-optical) 

to hold slides and film (most 
likely available on Ebay)

• Adapter rings to hold the slide 

copier to the macro lens
• Strobe with manual control
• Optional remote strobe, with 

2 to 3ft extension cord
• Optional negative holder
• Focusing light (small reflector 

flood light and clamp)
• White flash bounce card or 

plain white foam-core board
• Dusting supplies, soft brush 

and air can

My experience in digitizing slides 
and negatives is with a Prinz 
slide duplicator (non-optical). 
Nikon actually makes a device 
called the Nikon ES 2 slide copy-
ing adapter. This is designed to 
fit Nikon macro lenses. I have no 
experience using this adapter; 
however, it might fit more cam-
era models, as it screws into the 
lens front like a filter. In addition, 
it might be simpler to use than 
the setup that I have assembled 
(Figures 1 and 2).

Assembly
Get a set of extension tubes 
and experiment with them to 
find the correct size. I have a 
set that includes 12mm, 20mm 
and 36mm tubes. The 20mm 
tube is the best fit for my APS-C 
sensor camera. Perhaps the 
12mm tube might be a better 
choice for a full-frame sensor 
camera. Here, “experimenta-
tion” is the word of the day 
(Figure 3).

• Prinz slide duplicator (non-
optical) (Figure 4, center). 
Notice the blue pen, which is 
inserted to demonstrate. There 
is no glass in the slide copier. 
The Prinz slide duplicator is a 
discontinued item; find it on 
Ebay for US$10-20. 

• Alternatively, use a Nikon 
ES 2 slide copying adapter 
(Figure 4, left).

PRO TIP: Do not be seduced into 
buying similar items (Figure 4, 
right). This item has poor quality 
glass. Copies will not be sharp. 
Beware, dozens are on Ebay.

Negative holder (optional)
• Some modification (jury-rig-

ging) may be necessary to fit 
negatives into the slide copier.

• Some are available on Ebay, 
but you may need to make 
a negative holder to stabilize 

Image scanned 
from a negative, 

circa 2006

Figure 2. (right) 
Fully assembled 
camera with rings 
and slide/negative 
copier

Figure 3 (below) 
Equipment need-
ed includes a 
macro lens and 
slide duplicator 
(non-optical), plus 
extension tube 
and adaptor rings.

Digitizing Film

Figure 4. Nikon ES-2 slide copying adapter (on the left); Prinz slide duplicator (in the center), with a blue pen 
inserted for demonstration; Do not buy cheap copying adapters of poor quality (on the right).
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negative strips of up to six nega-
tives. (See the use of thumbtacks on 
a foam core board in Figure 5.)

Strobe with manual control
Many brands have manual control. 
Read your strobe manual to learn 
how to adjust the exposure compen-
sation if you are not sure how to do it 
(Figure 6).

Using the focusing light
This can be a small reflector flood-
lamp and clamp (Figure 7).

• It is necessary to allow the camera 
to focus on the slide or negative. 

• Position it in front of the slide copier.  

• Beware, the light gets HOT—be 
aware of the film and nearby flam-
mable materials.

Please note the white flash bounce 
card in front of the camera (Figure 7).

Alternative method of shooting
If your exposures are not bright 
enough, you can use the strobe 
mounted off the camera, facing the 
macro lens. Connect the strobe to the 
camera hot shoe by using a remote 
cable (2 to 3ft long), dedicated to 
your camera model (Canon, Nikon, 
etc). Experiment with the distance 
between the slide copier and strobe. 
One to three feet should be sufficient. 

Dusting supplies:

• Air can 
• Soft camel hairbrush, 1 inch wide
• Optional: White darkroom gloves to 

prevent fingerprints

Time spent dusting and preparing 
your slides and film means less dusting 
in Lightroom or Photoshop.

1. Lightly dust the slide with a brush. 
Holding the slide/negative firmly, 
blast both sides with the air can.

2. Insert a slide into the carrier and 
center it—emulsion side away from 
the camera.

3. Turn on the focusing light.

4. Extension tube selection (start with 
20mm or so). It is trial and error to 
find the right tube “size” to shoot 
the full slide.

5. Use auto focus on the lens, because 
you have shallow depth of field.

6. Use the center focus point—which 
may need to change, as the cam-
era “searches to focus.” Try selecting 
“all focus points.” The camera needs 
to find contrast in order to focus.

7. Using manual focus may be nec-
essary if the camera continues to 
search to focus after adjusting the 
focus point.

There will be three adjustments to 
properly align and center slides and 
negatives in the viewfinder (Figure 8).

photo Digitizing Film

Figure 5. Negative holder made of foam core board and thumbtacks

Figure 6. Set your 
strobe to manual 

control and adjust 
the exposure 

compensation.

Figure 7. Use a focusing light; beware, it gets hot. Note the white flash bounce card in 
front of the camera.
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www.waterpixels.net

Dive into a world of extraordinary beauty and discover the 
captivating realm beneath the waves. 

Waterpixels is an innovative online community designed to Waterpixels is an innovative online community designed to 
connect professionals, industry experts, enthusiasts, and 
newcomers who share a passion for underwater imaging. 

Waterpixels is here to provide an engaging and inclusive space 
where you can explore, learn, and connect with like-minded 

individuals from around the globe.

Join us and become part of a thriving community of underwater Join us and become part of a thriving community of underwater 
imaging enthusiasts. Together, let's dive into the depths, 

capture awe-inspiring moments, and celebrate 
the beauty of the underwater world.

Shooting slides
1. Select your slides.

2. Turn on the camera, strobe 
and focusing light.

3. Dust and insert the slide with 
emulsion (dull) side facing away 
from the camera (Figure 9).

4. Assure alignment and focus.

5. Shoot one slide at a time, brack-
eting exposures (normal expo-
sure, overexposed by one stop, 
and underexposed by one stop, 
for a total of three exposures).

6. Check the histogram on the 
back of the camera.

Histogram
• Use Manual mode in the cam-

era and set the shutter speed to 
1/125 (approximately).

• Set the strobe to Manual mode.

• Bracket exposures—check the 
histogram and “expose to the 
right,” as shown in Figure 10.

Shooting negatives
• Use the same setup as for slides

• Then, insert the negative carrier 
fully into the copier, and

• Insert negatives, emulsion side 
away, pinching the film slightly 
(Figure 11).

Figure 9. Dust and insert slide with emulsion (dull) side facing away from the camera.

Figure 8. (right and 
far right) Three adjust-
ments are needed 
to properly align and 
center the slide or 
negative in the view-
finder: a) right and 
left; b) up and down; 
and c) rotation. Alignment 

Adjustments

Right
& Left

Up &
Down

photo Update On Diving Medicine
Gary Rose, MD, Tour Leader

Tiger Beach, Bahamas, May 11-15, 2024 
See Tiger Sharks, as well as Hammerheads, Caribbean 
Reef Sharks, and Lemon Sharks, with Epic Diving. 

BOOK NOW: 
epicdiving.com/package/cme-course-for-medical-professionals

Anyone can attend and those affiliated as healthcare 
providers will receive 8 CME/CEU credits. 
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Adjusting Nut for Rotation

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_Waterpixels
http://www.epicdiving.com/package/cme-course-for-medical-professionals/
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Jury-rigging notes
You can make carriers for 120 slides, or 
other non-35mm slides and negatives, 
from photo-mounting board.

PRO TIP: You can shoot while the 
camera is “tethered” to your comput-
er, to better check focus, exposure 
and alignment. Read your camera 
manual to learn how to do this or do 
an online search for the procedure 
for your specific model of camera 
and computer (See Figure 12).

Final thoughts
Using this method, there is no need 
to let your slides and negatives sit 
forgotten in storage. With a minimal 
amount of trial and error and a bit of 
ingenuity, you can bring renewed life 
to your film images by transforming 
them into digital files, which can then 
be more readily processed, corrected 
and cropped in postproduction soft-
ware applications. ■ 

A former senior management con-
sultant for Fortune 100 companies, 
studio commercial photographer and 
trained biologist and marine food 
toxicologist, John A. Ares is an assign-
ment and stock photographer and 
image consultant based on Staten 
Island in New York City, specializing in 
portraits, nature, travel, underwater, 
food/restaurant and fine art photog-
raphy. An avid diver, he has been a 
PADI instructor and instructor trainer, 
teaching underwater photography 
courses and traveling to many exotic 
dive destinations around the world. A 
member of the New York Underwater 
Photographic Society (NYUPS) 
and American Society of 
Media Photographers 
(ASMP), he has served 
as an associate edi-
tor and photographer 
for Seafood America 
magazine and his 
work has won com-

petitions of American Photographer 
magazine. He also conducts training 
seminars and has been a presenter 
at Beneath the Sea and NYUPS. For 
more information, visit: JohnAres.com.

Figure 10. When bracketing exposures, 
check the histogram and “expose to 
the right,” as shown.

Figure 11. Insert the 
negative carrier fully into 
the copier (above) and 

insert negatives, emulsion 
side away, pinching the 

film slightly (right).

Digitizing Film

Figure 12. (left) 
To better check 
focus, exposure 
and alignment, one 
can shoot while the 
camera is “tethered” 
to a computer, using 
an appropriate type 
of USB cable. See your 
camera’s user manual 
to learn how to do this, 
or search online for 
the procedure for your 
specific camera and 
computer model.

COMPOSITE BY G. SYMES

http://www.JohnAres.com

